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The 3.5mm jet separation series show the streamlines in greatest clarity. For smaller jet
separations the light beam impinges on the jet edges giving rise to diffuse scattering which
illuminates a larger area than the planar beam alone. In this situation some of the streamlines
coming towards the camera are observed with the result that the flow pattern becomes less clear.
It can be seen that there is a remarkable degree of symmetry for all exit velocities and jet
separations; thus satisfying the requirements for longitudinal velocity gradients to be present
along the symmetry axis and plane of the system. In some of the streamline photographs the
central region is devoid of any particle tracks; however in other photographs shown clearly in
figures 44a and c a single bright spot is seen in the exact centre. The particle there must have
remained stationary in the centre of symmetry of the flow field for at least the duration of the
exposure which for the 'face on' streamline photograplhs was 1 s. These observations confirm that
an area of low, and at the centre zero, velocity must exist at the centre of symmetry of the system.
TABLE

ON PHOTOGRAPHS

IN FIGURES

44-46

'end on'
observation

'face on' observation
,-___-_-_-_-_-___,__

jet exit velocity
(volumetric)/m s-1

2. DATA

...

0.14

0.35

0.6

0.9

1.5

0.35

44a
45a
46a

44b
45b
46 b

44c
45c
46c

44d
45d
46d

44e

44f

1.5

jet separationlmm
3.5

2
1

45e

46e

46f

In figure 44f the jets are viewed 'end on' along the symmetry axis of the system. The radial
symmetry of the flow field is apparent which again satisfies the required symmetry conditions.
The effect of increasing the jet exit velocity is shown in figures 44a-e. For very low jet exit
velocities, figure 44 a, the flow field appears relatively simple. As soon as fluid elements leave the
jet entrances they tend to splay outwards. A small increase in jet velocity (figure 44 b) noticeably
changes the flow field. Here the fluid elements tend to remain collimated for a short distance after
leaving the jets before splaying starts. In addition vortices develop in the corners of the photographs; here fluid from a region outside the jets is being swept round by the jet flow. With
increasing jet exit velocity the jet collimation and vorticity become even greater as shown in
figures 44e, 45e and 46e. In figure 44e the jet collimation continues to withiin a distance approximately equal to the jet radius away from the symmetry plane; also the vortex velocity must be
approaching that of the impinging fluid, as the vortex streamlines appear continuous immediately adjacent to the impinging fluid.
Figures 47-49, plate 8, are streamline photographs taken for the case of suction. Table 3
details the individual figures.
The arguments discussed for blowing concerning symmetry and the zero velocity at the centre
of the flow field are equally applicable to sucking. Both the high symmetry and stationary central
particles are visible in this series of photographs. However, similarity of the two fields breaks down
when comparing the contours of the streamlines away from the symmetry axis and plane. In the
case of suction no collimation or vorticity is seen to develop with increasing jet entry velocity. In
fact the streamlines for the two extreme velocity cases in figures 48 a and e look very similar. In
these cases fluid elemenlts are being pulled into the jets through a large range of angles. Only for
the lowest velocity tested for each case (figures 49a and 44a) do the two flow patterns appear
siml ar.
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The streamlines were also examined for the case of misalinement (figure 50, plate 9). The
details of the streamline observations made for misalined jets are given in table 4. The most
striking observation is that a small misalinement for blowing destroys the symmetry of the flow
field, whereas for suction the symmetry is maintained even for very large jet displacements. In
addition, the sensitivity with which alinement is required for blowing is clearly contrasted with
the coarse adjustment sufficient to produce a symmetrical flow pattern for sucking. This is
completely consistent with the response of the birefringence to misalinement observed in the
polymer solutions.
TABLE 3. DATA ON PHOTOGRAPHS IN FIGURES 47-49

'end on'
observation

'face on' observation
jet exit velocity
(volumetric)/m s- I

0.14

0.35

0.6

0.9

1.5

jet separation/mm
3.5

47a

47b

47c

47d

47e

47f

48a
49a

48b

48c

48d

48e

-

-

49b

49c

49d

49e

-

49f

A

2
1

-

A

TABLE 4. DATA ON PHOTOGRAPHS IN FIGURE 50

(Jet exit velocity = 1.5 mls; jet separation = 3.5 mm.)
suck

blow
figure
misalinement

A

none

50a

5Of

small vertical displacement
large vertical displacement
small horizontal displacement by rotation
large horizontal displacement by rotation

50b
50c
SOd
50e

5Og
50h
SOi
50j

(c) Pointvelocities
The success of measurirng point velocities was limited; however sufficient information was
obtained to characterize the velocity gradients to the accuracy required for the interpretation of
the birefringence effects in the polymer solutions.
Particle track photographs for the blowing case are shown in figure 51, plate 9, with the
corresponding details given in table 5. It is apparent for the same hydrodynamic conditions the
track length of the particles is dependent on the time of the exposure. There was not complete
correlation for velocities measured at different shutter speeds. This was attributed to four factors,
namely: the shutter speeds were accurate to within only 10 %; particle positions were not completely reproducible on successive photographs; with increasing track length the particle
experienced varying velocities along the particle track and, for long track lengths it was more
probable that the track would leave the illuminated area and thereby go partly unobserved.
TABLE

5.

DATA ON PHOTOGRAPHS IN FIGURE 51

(Jet separation = 3.5 mm; jet internal diameter = 1.0 mm; jet exit velocity = 0.25 m/s.)
shutter speed/s
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These factors make the 'face on' track velocity measurements unreliable. Even so from a large
number of photographs of the type shown in figures 51 a-d certain positive conclusions could be
made concerning the velocity distribution. These are
(1) The velocity distribution out of the jets was of an approximate parabolic form for all jet
exit velocities.
(2) For the collimated regions of flow, where the fluid leaves the jets, the velocity distribution
does not change.
(3) The velocity along the symmetry axis appears to remain uniform until a distance of about
-fraway from the centre of symmetry, where r equals the jet radius.
End-on observations of the form shown in figures 51 e-h gave more reproducible results from
which the radial velocity on the symmetry plane could be mapped. Measurements were taken for
a given radius by averaging particle track velocities for four different shutter speeds and averaging
over the whole circular section. The results are shown in figure 52.
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Gr-aphof velocity profile along the symmetry plane for the case of blowing.
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By making simple -assumptions it is possible to determine the three principal strain rates on
the symmetry plane. Assuming cylindrical symmetry about the symmetry axis, the principal
strain rates are: 62rr,, strain rate in radial direction; c-',Xstrain rate parallel to symmetry axis;
c-0, strain rate in circumferential direction. We hiave crr aVrlar;goo (1Ir)~
Vr x is obtained
from the relation: c`x + d.+ cd00= .
By using the values for the radial velocities in figure 52 the three principal strain rates were
plottedl as a function of the-radlius in figure 53.1It-can betsee-nin thepregrionmarkedrA i,n f-cigure 53~
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exxnegative. This region is therefore one of axial extension, where fluid elements are being
extended in a circumferentialdirection. In region C all strain rates become small with a resulting
small axial compressiondeveloping.
This result can explain qualitatively the observed birefringence phenomena for polymer
solutions for the case of blowing. In the central region a weak birefringencewas seen: this is consistent with a region of axial compression where a planar molecular orientation would be
expected. With increasing radius the axial compression changes to a circumferential axial
extension. In this region the molecules should become alined in a circumferentialdirection to
form a birefringent ring. This again is consistent with experimental observations. The
birefringent ring is at a radius of about 1.5 mm. This is in agreement with the strain rate
analysis according to which the region of maximum circumferential axial extension is at a
similar radius (figure 53). The above results refer to the symmetryplane; the more complex
situation in other localities was not analysed further.
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FIGURE53. Graph of strain rates on the symmetry plane for the case of blowing.
TABLE 6. DATA ON PHOTOGRAPHS IN FIGURE 54

(Jet separation = 3.5 mm; jet internal diameter = 1.0 mm; jet exit velocity = 0.25 m/s.)
shutter speeds

1i2b

-3 0

6

figure
A

observation
face on
end on

54a
54e

64b
54f

-

54c
54g

64d
54h

Particle track photographs for the sucking case are shown in figure 54, plate 9, with the
corresponding details given in table 6, from which the following definitive conclusions could
be made.
(1) Thlejet velocity was uniform acrossthe diameter of the jet nozzles.
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(2) The value of the entry velocity was equal to the volumetric velocity in the jet calculated
from the rate of rise of the fluid level in the reservoirtube.
(3) The velocity at the centre of symmetry was zero and appeared to increase uniformlyfrom
the symmetry centre to each jet entrance, forjet separations up to 2.5 mm.

suction

A, (along symmetryaxis)

blowing
(along symmetry axis)
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55. Diagrammatic summary of

FIGURE

flow field for suckingcase.

56. Diagrammatic summary of

flow field for blowingcase.

(d) Mathematical
representation
The experimental details of the flow fields for sucking and blowing are summarized diagrammatically in figures 55 and 56 respectively.
Three attempts were made to fit model streamline and velocity profiles with observed data,
they are summarized as follows:
(i) Uniaxial extension and compression.
(ii) Impinging stream flow of limiting axial velocity.
(iii) Representation of flow field by two point sinks for suction case.
andcompression
(i) Uniaxialextension
The velocities in the cylindrical symmetry case of uniaxial compression are given by
where e is the applied velocity gradient, and
VF=

r.

Uniaxial extension would merely reversethe signs of the above equations. The stream function
Ofor thesetwo casesis givenby Loitsyanski(1966) as
Oa= ix

r2.
6-2
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Both velocities and streamlines are plotted in figure 57 for the case of uniaxial compression.
With the direction of flow reversed these curves would be unrealistic for the case of sucking
because in this situation the streamlines were 'pulled into the jets' from all points outside thejets;
in this representation all streamlines originate from the symmetry plane. The predicted flow
pattern bears a closer resemblance to the blow case, although here it has the serious weakness in
that the velocity along the symmetry axis increases uniformly and indefinitely. To overcome this
problem a second approach was examined.
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57. I)iagram of flow ficld fbr uniaxial comprcssioti.

(ii) Impingingstream/lowof limiting axial velocity
In this analysis an cxpansion method proposed again by Loitsyanski (i966) was used whiclh
cenabled the velocity at any point V(xr) to be obtained numerically provided the axial velocity
V(x) was known. For the case of impinging jet streams and an axial velocity profile given by
Vt' = 2-A

e-Axdx

the velocities and stream fuinction were obtained and are plotted in figure 58. Again these streamhas a finite value everyliiles are most appropriate to the blow case. In this formulation OJ'/k3x
wlhere except on the symmetry axis and plane; thus longitudinal velocity gradients only exist on
their own inl these regions. Inl addition the magnlitude of the longitudinal velocity gradienlt on
thlesymmetry axis is only appreciable in the region of the symmetry centre. Thutsthe longitudinal
velocity gradient is limited to the symmetry centre and symmetry plane. Flow birefringence for
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the polymer solution was seen limited to these regions supporting the concept that molecular
orientation only occurs in the regions of longitudinal velocity gradients.
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(iii) Repr-esentation
ofjlowvby two point snks,for suctioncase
The velocity at a positi'on r away fr-omia single 'poinit sink' is given bjy: t' - b/r2'where- b is
a constant. By considering two sour-ces a distance 2a apart it is possible to determi'ne by simple
the streamlines in figure5259.
geometry V anid V'r.The resultant ve-locities are
'2 shiown
2~~+ together with
w.It
It cani be seen that the forms of the strea~mlines are in good agrecemenitwith the experimnental
streamlines shown in figure 55 for the case of suctilon; thei streamlines are not realistic for the
blow'ing ease.
J'Xand V,aire giveni analytically by thle expressions
x)2?r-L(a+x
i(a

r

-

4a x) +rj2`

-x
)+r2

[(a?x)2+r

f8
2]
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By differentiating these expressions the various strain rates are determined. Again it was found
that the only areas free from any rotational components, namely aV /8r and ?4rlIx, were the
symmetry axis and symmetry plane which were areas of uniaxial extension.
The value of the extensional strain rate in these regions is given by
(x)=o
(62r)r?
=^ b{(2)+
(a - X)3+

2)} )'
(Fa+

(5.3)

b
2
6a2
x=? = b ( ::+ra).(4)+r
)l
(6xxr)

(4

_

(a+r)

(a2+r2)Ij

For values of r less than la the magnitude of the strain rate on the symmetry plane is comparable
to that along the symmetry axis. This result is surprising because with a polymer solution
molecular orientation was visible as a birefringence along the symmetry axis, but was not seen
on the symmetry plane except at x = 0, r = 0, i.e. where the symmetry axis intersects the symmetry
plane.
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59. Diagram of flow field produced by two point sinks.

FIGURi

If the increase in velocity between the centre and the jet was linear the velocity gradient along
the length of thle axis would be constant and of a magnitude

el= V14D,

(5.5)

whiere D is the distanice of the jet from the cenitre of symmetry and V4the velocity of enltry. From
.

I

11 (.)

.O=

46/a.

(5.6
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and substituting in (5.6)

12)

)C(4+

where C = a/D. For increasing values of C, (e)xO=approaches the value of 1.
A suitable value of C must be chosen to fit the experimental observations. This necessitates
fixing the position of the jet entrance with respect to the flow lines shown in figure 55. Experimentally streamline photographs were taken for three values of D (D = 0.5, 1.0 and 1.75 mm)
with jets ofjet radii d = 0.5 mm. Thus the position of the inside edge ofthe jet must lie somewhere
on the lines OA, OB, OC shown in figure 59 given by r = (d/D) x for each respective value of D.
The angle of entry, 0, of the streamlinesat the inner edge of the jet, shown in figure 55, was
measuredfor eachjet separation.The exact position of the inner edge of the jet was then obtained
for each jet separationby moving along the respectiveline drawn in figure 59 until the measured
angle 0 correspondedto the tangent of one of the streamlines.By using this method the following
values of C were obtained for the three jet separations
D_=0.5mm,

C=4.0,

D)=t.Omm,

C =3.6;

D=1.75mm,

C=2.5.

The accuracy of the resultsis poor owing to the uncertainty in the measurementsof jS,however
the results are still significant.
Within experimental errorthe first two measurementsof the value of C are the same. Taking C
as 3.8
(e)x_o

=

0.86(V1/D).

This is very close to 41given by equation (5.5). In addition for this value of C, e does not change
appreciably over the length of the symmetry axis given by equation (5.3).
For the largerjet separation
(4)x=0=

0.62(V1/D).

This is nearly a factor of two lower than el, also the strain rate can no longer be considered as
being uniform along the length of the symmetry axis.
These results are consistent with the observed behaviour for polymer solutions for the case of
suction. For smalljet separationsthe birefringencewas uniform but for the largestjet separations
examined it was seen to increase towards the jet entrances.
In conclusion, this mathematical representation seems to represent the experimentally
observedflow field moderatelywell and its predictionsare consistentwith the observedbehaviour
of macromolecules in the flow field, with the exception that theoretically a region of uniaxial
extension is predicted on both the symmetry plane and axis while experimentally it is only
observed along the symmetry axis.
(e) Conclusions
The correlation of the properties of the flow discussed in this section with the molecular
behaviour of a polymer solution are summarized below.
(1) Symmetry.The existence of high symmetry and a region of zero velocity at the centre of
symmetry was established.According to the arguments in ? 3, this is a sufficientrequirement for
longitudinal velocity gradients to exist on the symmetry axis and plane. If the velocity gradient is
of a sufficientmagnitude molecular orientation would be expected in these regions. For polymer
solutions localized molecular orientation was seen along the symmetry axis for suction jets and
symmetry plane for blow jets.
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(2) Blow jets. From an analysis of the velocity distribution on the symmetry planle it wvas
establislhed tllat the central region was an area of uniaxial compression. Further away from the
symmetry centre an area of circumferential uniaxial extension existed. This is consistent with the
form of the birefringence seen on blowing, namely, a weak central birefringence area bounded
by a circumferentially oriented birefringent ring.
It was also found that with increasing jet exit velocity a vortex motion from fluid outside the
jets developed. This seems to coincide with the appearance of birefringent wings seen when large
jet exit velocities were used for polymer solutions.
(3) Suctionjets. It was established that the axial velocity increased continuously between the
centre of symmetry and thejet entrance, thus a positive extensional strain rate would exist in this
region. This is consistent with the birefringence localized along the whole length of the symmetry
axis.
(4) Misalinement. With misalinemenlt the symmetry of the flow was maintained for 'suction
jets' and destroyed for 'blowjets'. This coinicides with the persistence of birefringence for sucking
and the total loss of iintensification of birefringence for blowing when the jets are misalined.
(5) Mathematicalmodelofflow. A reasonable matching of observed streamlines with theoretical
models could be achieved for both flow systems. Further matclhing of poinit velocities would be
necessary for an exact solution.

6.

PARAMETERS

AFFECTING

FIBROUS

NUCLEATION

The maximum temperature at which crystallization can be observed (T, max) is a useful
measure of the ability of the system to nucleate fibrous crystals. Favourable molecular and hydrodynamic conditions correspond to high T7 max and vice versa. In this section the experimental
variables influencing 7 max will be explored. The suck jet case was used throughout as here the
flow field was simpler than for blowing and h-ence the strain rate could be reliably estimated in
the region whiere the molecular elongation took place. The materials were, Rigidex type 2 and
Hostalen GUR.
The solutions were prepared in the normal way in the required concentration. Because of
difficulty in dissolving, concentrations beyond 1.5 %were not used in the case of Hostalen GUR.
Unless specifically stated otherwise, 1.0 %of antioxidant N-phenyl-2-naphthylamine was added
to the solution. In the various experiments to follow the solutions were cooled from 115 ?C at a
rate of less than 0.25 ?C/min. At every lhalf a degree, fluid was sucked into the jets at a specified
velocity for a period of 15 s. The temperature was progressively dropped until a permanent crystal
deposit could be seen remaining between the jets after flow which then defines T7 max under the
circumstance in question. Tlle deposit could be dissolved by reheating the solution to 125 CC,
after whiich a new experiment could be performed.
(a) Strain rate dependence
A fixed concentration was chosen, 3 % in thc case of Rigidex 2 and 1.5 % in the case of
Hostalen GUR. It was established in ? 5 that for jet separations less than 2 mm the strain rate
along the symmetry axis was very nearly equal to
C

= V/D

= 2V/SJ,
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where Vis the jet entry velocity and S] is the jet separation. The present experiments were carried
out for Sj = 1.5 mm consequently the above expression could be used.
Figure 60 reveals that Tc max is affected by both the strain rate and the molecular mass. For
a given material T7 max increases with strain rate to a limiting value. The effect of the mnolecular
mass is twofold. First, the minimum strain rate required to crystallize at any temperature is
lower for higher molecular masses. Secondly, the limiting T, max that can be reached is larger
for the high molecular mass material; it is 112 ?C for the Hostalen GUR (the highest which we
could achieve throughout this work) and 108 ?C for Rigidex 2. Both these effects are consistent
with the increased facility of the higher molecular mass material to form fibrous crystals.
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(b) Concentration
dependence
The results are shown in figure 61, for a jet entry velocity of 1.5 m/s. They indicate that there
is very little concentration dependence of the crystallization phenomena. However, the maximum
temperature at which crystallization is observed is higher by 4 ?C for the higher molecular mass
material.
7
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(c) Molecularmassdependence
It was noticed that for a polymer solution containing no antioxidant Tc max was highly
dependent on the time that the solution was held at an elevated temperature. A reduction in
Te maxof up to 8 ?C could be simply achieved by storing the solution at elevated temperatures
for a period of the order of 5 h. As this effect was not observed for solutions that did contain antioxidant it was assumed the effect of oxidation on the polymer molecules was causing the reduction
in the ability to form fibrous crystals. If oxidative scission of the molecules takes place at random,
the probability that a molecule is cut is directly proportional to the molecular mass of the
molecule. Thus the longer molecules will be more susceptible to degradation. To test this, changes
in the molecular mass involving the highest end of the distribution, possibly beyond 106, would
need to be assessed. Gel permeation chromatography records the full distribution, but becomes
unreliable beyond molecular mass of 106. A specific method for characterizing the ultimate high
end of the molecular mass distribution of a crystallizable polymer is provided by the 'self-seeding'
technique of Blundell, Keller & Kovacs (i966). Its application for molecular mass characterization is described by Blundell & Keller (I968).
The essentials are as follows: by slowly heating suspensions of polymer crystals above the
clearing point tiny crystal residues consisting of the highest molecular mass fraction ofthe polymer
persist. After rapid quenching to an appropriate supercooling these residues will nucleate single
crystal growth. The resulting suspension will consist of crystals which are all of uniform size as
they all started growing simultaneously. The number of these crystals will correspond to the
number of nuclei from which they have originated and thus provide a measure of the amount of
highest molecular mass fraction in the starting material. This number can be readily ascertained
from the size of the uniform crystals. The absolute magnitude of the number of nuclei is sensitive
to several variables involved in the seeding process. However, if these are standardized changes
in the high molecular mass content of the distribution can be assessed with unusual sensitivity.
The degradation experiment was conducted in two stages
(1) The ascertaining of the dependence of the TkmaXas a function of storage time, and the
collection of sample solutions for seeding.
(2) The self seeding of the sample solutions and the measurement of the number of nuclei
present.
The first part of the experiment was carried out in the following manner. Trwo 2 %solutions
of Rigidex type 2 were prepared, one with, the other without antioxidant. In what follows the
two solutions were subjected to similar treatments and used in identical experiments. Tc maX was
determined in the usual way for a jet separation of 1.5 mm and for suction velocity of 1.5 m/s.
The crystals formed in the course of this determination were dissolved by raising the temperature
of the whole bath to 125 ?C, and the solution was stored at this temperature for specified time
intervals in order to induce the suspected oxidative degradation. To promote such degradation
every half minute the apparatus was cycled by emptying and then filling the reservoirs at a
volumetricjet velocity of 1.5 m/s. Samples of the solution were obtained after a, 2l, 5 and 7 h and
subsequent maximum crystallization temperatures were obtained after 2-, 5 and 7 h by means of
the procedure described above. The dependence of the maximum observed crystallization
temperature on degradation time is shown in figure 62. For solutions containing antioxidant the
depression Of 1c, maxwas small, if present at all. For the solution containing no antioxidant the
depression of T72,maxwas appreciable and increased with increasing degradation time.
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The second part of the experiment was carried out as follows
(1) Each sample obtained from the last experiment was filtered and, where necessary, the
deposit was washed thoroughly in acetonc to remove the antioxidant.
(2) After drying in vacuo,60 ml of 0.001 %(polymer-xylene) solutions were prepared for each
sample and then crystallized for 24 h at 80 'C. (This was carried out to ensure the starting
morphology of all the samples was the same.)
(3) 20 ml of each sample was then seeded by placing the sample tubes in a temperature bath
held at 80 'C and then slowly raising the temperature of the bath at an average rate of 40 C/h to
a seeding temperature of 100?C. When the seeding temperature was reached the bath was
maintained at that temperature for a further hour. (At this temperature only the high molecular
mass nuclei persist, the remainder of the material dissolves.)
(4) After maintaining the solutions at the seeding temperature for 1 h the test tubes were
removed from the temperature bath and quickly put in another maintained at 80?C. The
samples were kept at this temperature for a further 24 h to allow complete crystallization of all
the polymer to take place.
(5) The size of the seeded crystals was obtained by spraying the crystal suspension onto carboncoated grids and measuring the dimensions of the crystals from micrographs of the crystals on the
grids. Typical micrographs of the form shown in figure 63, plate 10, were obtained.
It can be seen in figure 63 that the crystals are all of the same dimensions confirming that they
are self seeded.
If N is the number of nuclei per gram of polymer and m the mass of each crystal then Nm-1
and since mc = pdA (where p is the density of crystal, d the thickness of crystal and A the area of
crystal) then

N= 1/pdA.

(6.1)

for T7c= 80 'C, d = 12.5 nm and p =1.00 g cm3. Thus a measure of the area of the seeded crystal
will give a direct measure of the number of nuclei per gram present.
The results of the number of nuclei present as a function of degradation time is shown in
figure 64. The form of the curves is closely similar to those shown in figure 62 for the dependence
of T, max on degradation time. It can be seen in figure 64 that without antioxidant the number
of seeds decreased with increasing clegradation time. This is a reflexion on the size of tlle seedecI
crystals becoming larger which is shiown in figures 63 and 65, plate 10. Figure 63 corresponds to
zero degradation time and figure 65 to material stored hot for 2 h. The area of the crystals from
the latter is by a factor of 1.6 greater.
When antioxidant is present the nuinber of seeds, and consequently the amount of high
molecular mass material remains unchanged. This indicates that there is no appreciable degradation effect. In the absence of antioxidants degradation effects are obscrved. The number of seeds,
and consequently the amount of high molecular mass material, decreases noticeably with
increasing degradation time. The clegradation must be a consequence of oxidation and not due
to mechanical effects because no degradation is seen wlhen antioxidant is introduced into the
solution.
The ability to obtain fibrous crystallization is reflccted in the amount of high molecular mass
inaterial present. When there is a reduction in the latter, therc is a corrcsponding reduction in the
maximum temperature at which fibrous crystallization can be detected. It follows from the nature
of the self seeding test that changes in the highest end of the distribution are involved. These
7-e
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observations confirm and supplement those of the earlier sections that the formation of fibrous
crystallization is highly dependent on the molecular mass of the molecules. The greater the
molecular mass the greater the ability to nucleate fibrous crystallization.
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7. MAGNITUDE

OF FLOW

BIREFRINGENCE

Here thc magnitude of the birefringence seCn at temperatures where crystallizatioi- does not
occur, i.e. above TC,max will be examined and its dependence on the major variables of the system
established.
Again the simpler sucking jet experiment was used. For the determination of the birefringence
from the retardation actually measured the thickness of the birefringent feature needs to be
known. In view of the cylindrical symmetry of the flow ficld it seemed reasonable to assume that
the birefringent strip scen along the symmetry axis was cylindrical in cross section, in which case
the maximum thickncss of the birefringent area can then be equated to the observed width of the
birefringent strip seen. The birefringence is then given by

zr=:Rfd1,

(7.1)
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where R is the maximum retardation measured in the birefringent area and d1 the width of the
birefringent strip. R was calculated from a rotatable quartz compensator introduced between
polars crossed in the 450 position. Illumination was provided from a mercury arc lamp by using
the 546 nm spectral line.
The conditions for measuring birefringence were not ideal because the polarized light beam
had to travel through the reflux bath containing a fairly high concentration of polymer and
through several glass walls all of which cause a deterioration in extinction conditions. In addition
most measurements had to be taken in a period of about 30 s and in some cases less time, owing
to the limited duration of the flow. Both these restrictions reduced the accuracy of the retardation
measurements. The measurement of d1introduced a further inaccuracy because of the indefiniteness of the exact position of the edge where the retardation became vanishingly small.

(a) Strainratedependence
The detailed studies on the effect of strain rate were carried out on a 2 %Rigidex type 2 solution
containing antioxidant maintained at 125 'C. The strain rate was taken as defined by e = 2V/S1.
It was varied both by altering the exit velocity (V) and the jet separation (Si). For the apparatus
used there was a limit on the maximum velocity at which the fluid can be sucked into the jets,
which limited the maximum strairnrate which could be achieved, this maximum value being
lower for larger jet separations in accordance with the above relation. This will be apparent from
the results in figure 66.
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66. Graph of birefringence against strain rate for different jet separations.
mm; *, S =1.4 mm; *, Sj = 2.0 mm; A, Sj = 2.9 mm; x, Sj =3.5 mm.

The birefringence was measured at thtecentre of symmetry of the flow field. Each measurement
was obtained from the average of six retardation measurements three taken on either side of the
compensator zero. The width of the birefringent area was measured from photographs.
The results are shown in figure 66. They reveal immediately that the birefringence is highly
strain rate dependent. Above a minimum strain rate the birefringence increases with increasing
applied strain rate.
From the curves in figure 66 ajet separation effect is apparent. For Sj of 1.4 and 2.00mm the
points lie on the same curve, however for other jet separations the points are on independent
curves. By a horizontal displacement to the left it is possible to fit the curves with Sj = 2.9 and 3.5
onto the 1.4 and 2.00mm curve. The 0.7 curve appears to bear little relation to any ofthe others.
It would appear that when Sj becomcs very small, as in the 0.7 mm case, the flow field between
the jets no longer is of the same form as for the wider jet separations. This is acceptable, because
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when thejets are close the effects of the jet walls outside the jet entrance would be anticipated to
introduce shearing into the flow field and consequently reduce the elongational efficiency and
hence birefringenceof the system.
The resultsof the largerjet separationsare consistentwith the theoretical analysisin ? 5. Thus
for Sj =2 mm the approximation that the strain rate was given by the equation e = 2 V/S1seems
to be valid. With increasingSj this value was an overestimationof the strainrate at the symmetry
centre. For Sj of 3.5 mm the strain rate was reduced by a factor of 1.6 as a shift of this magnitude
would bring these points along the 3.5 mm curve into better agreementwith those corresponding
to Sj = 1.4 and 2.00 mm. Similarly a smallershift of the 2.9 mmjet separationpoints would bring
these also into coincidence. In this way a master curve is obtained which is independent ofjet
separation.Figure 66 indicates that the birefringencetends to a saturationvalue with strain rate.
It would have been desirable to obtain some higher strain rate values to establish this point.
Trlere are two limitations to this. First, the results shown in figure 66 indicate that with much
reducedjet separationthe nature of the flow field and consequentlyits ability to aline molecules
are affected and secondly, if higher velocities than already used are achieved, turbulence setsin.
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67. Graph of birefringence against strain rate for different concentrations.

dependence
(b) Concentration
The birefringence for a series of different concentrations of Rigidex type 2 was measured as
a function of strain rate. The temperature was maintained at 125 ?C and a fixed jet separation of
1.5 mm chosen. All solutions contained antioxidant.
The resulting birefringence against strain rate curves (figure 67) are all of the same form
levelling off towards a limiting maximum value which is in itself an increasing function of concentration, in fact from 2 %upwards is closely proportional to concentration. This indicates that
the molecules are in a corresponding state of alinement in the different dilutions.
The above proportionality, however, does not hold for concentrations below 2 %. In fact the
birefringence decreases abruptly when going from 2 to 1. % concentration and around 1 %there
if no observable effect left. This abrupt change suggested that the birefringence phenomenon was

associated with a cooperative molecular effect. Such a cooperative effect could take place at
a critical concentration, in other words by entanglements. Below the critical concentration the
mnoleculeswould be essentially independent of one another and thus from previous arguments

only the very high molecularmass moleculescould be extenldedgiving insufficientalimedmaterial
to exhibit any flow birefringence.In the region of the critical concentrationl some of the molecules
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would become interlocked which could have important consequences for the molecular
elongation.
If two or more molecules become physically interlocked as envisaged at around the critical
concentration the relaxation time of the coupled molecules would be expected to be greater than
the relaxation times of either of the individuals. As molecular elongation is essentiallydependent
on the product -r, in a system containing entangled molecules a greater percentage of the
molecules will become extended and thus the possibility of observing any flow birefringencewill
be correspondinglyincreased.
A simple estimate of the critical concentration of monomolecular length molecules can
be made.
Assume each molecule occupies a sphere of radius r, then each molecule occupies a volume

The probability that any point 'inunit volume is not occupied by the ith molecule is (1 The probability that a point is not occupied by any molecule is
P-=.ln

).

- V*),

(.

where there are n molecules in unit volume of solution. Now
- VK=
I
InP=lnTfn(1-T*)

n

qx

ln(1-O)

The limit of freedom from entanglements may be taken roughly as P

1/c, thus,

n

1=EV, = 4An7cr3.

Let c be the concentration in g cm-3. Thus in 1 cm3 there are cA/M = n molecules where A is
the Avogadro number and M the molecular mass of polymer. Substituting for n gives
3M
Because the critical concentration depends on the third power of the equivalent sphere radius
it is important that a realistic value is chosen. In this analysis we let ra be equal to half the r.m.s.
end-to-end distance h0given in ? 2, equation (2.2), then
C =X

3

M

A(jbATi cotj)3

For polyethylene: N =M,
b = 0.154 nm cot21 Ct=2.
Thus for a monodisperse polyethylene where M = 2 x 105, c 1.2 xl 2 g cm-3 assuming
p = 1 g cm-3 then c 1.2 %, which is the same order of magnitude observed for the experimentally observedRigidex type 2 critical concentration. Similarly a molecular mass of 107 would
give c = 3 x 1o-3 g cm3 (c = 0.3 %) corresponding to Hostalen GUR where birefringencewas
seen for a 0.1 ?%concentration solution and not observed for a 0.011%solution.
(c) Assessment
chainalinement
of maximum
From the refractiveindex measurementsof BunRn& Daubeny (I954) for crystalsof hatchetitte
(C36H74)
it is possibleto calculate the maximum birefringenceanticipated from 100 %/crystalline
and perfectly alined polyethylene with the additivity of bond polarizabilities and the Lorentz-
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Lorenz relation assumed as applicable and with the density of polyethylene known. Taking the
density of 100 %crystalline polyethylene as 1.000 g cm-3 the maximum birefringenceis
A

=

0.064.

The presence of imperfect orientation, amorphous contributionsand form birefringencein bulk
polyethylene make it impossibleto directly check this value. Assumingit to be correctand making
the assumptionsthat this birefringencecorrespondsto the 100 %concentration solution and in
addition that the birefringence(for lower concentrationsolutions) is proportionalto the concentration, the birefringencefor a c %concentration with all the molecules perfectly alined will be
A

= 6.4x

10-4C.

This value is to be compared with the observed maximum experimental birefringencevalues in
figure 68. It can be read off directly that beyond c = 2 %this correspondsclosely to the theoretical
maximum. With the implicit assumption that the concentration in the birefringent regions is
identical to that for the overall solution this result leads to the important conclusion that the
chains have been fully alined, illustrating the chain extending efficiency of the jet flow.
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68. Graph of observed birefringence with concentration.

The postulate of complete, or nearly complete, chain alinement clearly relies on the correctness of the polarizability figures. There is no absolute certainty as regards these figures, in fact
values notably different from those used also feature in the literature. We believe nevertheless
that the values of Bunn & Daubeny (i954) are the most realistic. The alternative bond polarizability figurespublished by Denbigh (I940) and discussedby Volkenstein (X963) from depolarization data in the gas phase differfrom those of Bunn & Daubeny (I 954) mainly by assigninga very
low value for the transversepolarizabilityof the C-C bond. Denbigh's figureswould give a theoretical birefringence of 0.37 for perfectly alined polyethylene crystals which seems unrealistic
when compared with the observed value of 0.059 for C56H74.
In any event the mere existence of a saturationvalue of a limiting a is equivalent to the existence of a limiting degree of orientation. Ttwould be difficult to envisage this to be anything else
but the fully alined chain. By plausibility argument alonleno intermediate state of elongation is
expected to correspondto t'helimiting state which accordingly should be the fully alined chain.
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(d) Temperaturedependence

The variation of the observedbirefringencewith temperatureis shown in figure 69. Two strain
rates were chosen for a 2 %Rigidex type 2 solution containing antioxidant. The jet separation
was maintained at 1.5 mm. As seen the birefringenceis practically unaffected by variations in
temperature. The small effect that can be discerned corresponds to a linear increase in the
birefringencewith decreasing temperature.
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69. Graph of birefringence against temperature.

(e) The effectof degradation

The effect of oxidative degradation on the birefringencewas examined following the analogous
studies relating to the crystallization behaviour in ? 6. The material was Rigidex type 2 in 2 %
solution containing no antioxidant. The birefringenceitself was measured at 125 'C.
The resultsdisplayed by figure 70 show that the birefringencechanges only very slightly with
storage time at high temperature in contrast to the crystallization behaviour in ? 6. It appears
thereforethat the birefringenceis insensitive to changes in the high end tail of the molecular mass
distributioncontrary to what has been observed for the formation of fibrous crystals.
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70. Graph of birefringence against degradation time.

A final important point must be considered when the crystallization phenomena observed in
? 6 are reconciled with the observed birefringenceof this chapter. Both the birefringence (above
Tc max) and the crystallization phenomena depend on molecular weight. Nevertheless there is
a notable difference in the way the two are affected. The birefringence relies on the average
molecular mass, while crystal nucleation is in addition sensitively affected by the longest
molecules in the distribution. As shown in ?7, under conditions when by the birefringence
evidence the chains are fully alined, minute reductions in the highest end of the molecular mass
8
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distribution markedly reduces the ability to crystallize during flow while the birefringence as
measured above 7 max remains unaffected corresponding to complete chain alinement. This
immediately implies that chain alinement as diagnosed by birefringence is not an adequate
criterion for defining conditions of crystallization. A possible explanation of this result is that
chains of differing molecular weights are not all quite equally alined, the birefringenceevidence
notwithstanding. In molecular terms the straightening of the chains will occur by cooperative
rotations around C-C bonds leading finally to an all-transchain configuration (ttt... sequence).
In reality such all-transsequences may establish themselves along limited chain portions first,
separated by regions of mixed transand gauche(g) sequences, a variety of such sequences being
parellel to each other and to the flow lines. This would then give rise to kinks in the otherwise
straight chain. For example, the simplest kink of this kind would be a ---tttgtgttt---sequence:
another more complex one termed ajog (Pechhold I97I) is ---tttgtttgtts.The birefringencewould
not be markedlyaffected by an occasional kink orjog of this kind yet the perfectionof the crystal,
if such portion became incorporated in it, would, hence the tendency towards crystallization
would be reduced.
Clearly the statistical theory of rubber elasticity cannot be applied any longer at this high
degree of chain extension. The pulling out of kinksof the kind in question will involve cooperative
movement of whole large chain portions and will thus require larger forces than aligning the
statistical segments in the equivalent random chain as defined by the single force constant K in
equation (2.3). Further, the force required will increase as the number of kinks is reduced. As
longer molecules will experience increasing extensional forcesin a longitudinal velocity gradient
they should contain fewer residual kinks and jogs than the shorter chains, even when by birefringence evidence both may appear to be fully extended. The increased facility of the longest
chains to form crystalswill then follow.

8.

MORPHOLOGY

(a) Experimental
Samples for electronmicroscopywere collected by passingcarbon coated grids between thejets
after crystallization had taken place. Special effortswere made to remove all solute so that the
grids should contain only crystalsformed at the high temperature and under the action of flow
and that no additional solute material should precipitate during subsequent cooling. A thimble,
volume about 5 cm3, was placed into the crystallizing bath before the experiment. After the
temperature had stabilized crystallizationwas produced by jet flow in the usual mnanner.After
collecting the precipitate the grids were placed into the glass thimble. Both grid and thimble were
kept submergedin the hot xylene during this manipulation. The thimble containing the grid was
rapidly transferredinto pure xylene held at the same temperature. The content of this second
bath was repeatedly exchanged with a new freshxylene until the liquid could not contain more
DESCRIPTION
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11

TG= 103?C
from a 1.5 % solution of Rigidex type 2. Sample had been washed at 103 OC.
FIGURE72. Enlarged view of figure 73.
:FIGURE73. Electron micrograph of shish kebabs ohserved for a sample crystallized under identical conditions to
the sample in figure 73. The material is Hostalen GUR.

FIGURE71. Electron micrograph of shisk kebabs observed from a sample crystallized during suction at
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than 0.01 % of the xylene originally transferredfrom the crystallizing bath. It was considered
that at this stage the solute material had been reduced to negligible proportions.
The crystals used for morphological studies were obtained under the following conditions.
Crystallizationtemperaturewas 103 0C, solution concentration 1.5 %.The jets were operated in
the sucking mode with a jet separation of 2 mm and jet entry velocity of 0.9 mIs. As seen in
figure 67 the birefringenceproduce(dby these flow conditions, i.e. above the temperaturewhere
crystallization sets in, is close to the maximum achievable value and by the argument laid out
in ? 7 correspondsto that of the fully alined chain. Figures 71 and 73, plate 11, show the crystals
for Rigidex and Hostalen respectively. Figure 72, plate 11, is an enlarged area of figure 71.
The most conspicuous feature in figures 71 and 73 is the distinct fibre-platelet combination.
Clearly we have a fibrous backbone with platelets strung along them. The platelets are more
prominent in figure 71, while converselythere is more material in the backbone fibre in figure 73.
This is the characteristicshish-kebabmorphology. In many places connective veils first observed
by Keller & Machin (I967) are also discernible as shown by the enlarged detail of figure 74,
plate 12.
The method described above enabled the linking of the results on chain alinement with the
resulting morphology and hence is the principal one in the context of the present section. In
morphological work for its own sake, however, it has some practical disadvantages. The process
of crystal collection is an ill defined procedure and 'dispersed' samples are obtained by chance.
For this reason a more convenient method was designed for further work on the morphology.
A fine grid is mounted edgewise on a cylindrical stirrerin such a way that the liquid has to pass
through the meshes as the stirrerrotates. When immersed in a solution of polyethylene in xylene
held somewhat above 97 ?C fibrous precipitate forms attached to the meshes of the grid even on
slow rotation of the stirrer (20 revlmin). This procedure differs from that of the usual 'stirring
experiment' in that no turbulence is involved with the slow stirringspeeds. The elongational flow
required for the nucleation of the crystals should arise in two ways at two, potentially different
localities. (1) The holes in the grid will act as singlejets producing acceleration and deceleration
of flow at entry and exit respectively. (2) Trherewill be localities of zero velocity behind the solid
bars, hence there must be longitudinal velocity gradients acting downstreamof the grid immediately behind each of the grid bars. The longitudinal component of the velocity gradient, such as
present, proved to be sufficientto induce fibrous crystallization. In addition to its simplicity the
method has the decisive practical advantage that the fibres are individually dispersed and are
directly available for examination in the state as formed on the same grids which are to be used
in the electron microscope.
Figure 74, plate 12, illustrates the most typical form of fibrous crystal obtained from the
rotating grid experiment. Figure 75, plate 12, illustratesanother form of morphology which was
seen less frequently on the same grid as above but in a different region. Figure 76, plate 12,
illustratesthe morphology seen if the sample is not washed after crystallization.

DESCRIPTION
FIGURE
FIGURE
FIGURE

OF PLATE 12

74. Electronmicrograph.
of shishkebabsobservedby grid flow.
75. Electron micrograph.of shish kebabs observed by grid flow.
76. Electron micrograph of unwashed shish kebabs exhibiting extensive overgrowths.
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(b) Discussion
Extensive morphological studies have been made on shish kebabs, for example Keller &
Willmouth (I972) and Pennings, van der Mark & Kiel (I970). In figure 76 the dimensional
hierarchydiscussedin Keller & Willmouth (I972) is clearly demonstratedfor unwashed samples;
here large lamellar platelets ( b-i00um) are seen attached to a backbone which itself is of
a composite shish kebab nature. Solvent washing can readily remove a large part of this overgrowth as shown in figures 71, 73 and 74 leaving the intrinsicflow-induced shish kebab structure.
In no case however was it found possible to remove all the lamellar platelets overgrowthfrom the
fibrousbackboneby washing; it was thereforeconcluded that the remaininglamellar overgrowth
must in some way be molecularly connected to the backbone (a conclusion also reached by
Krueger & Yeh (I 972)).
It was also noted that in both crystal growth preparations shish kebab backbones could
apparently grow indefinitely in length, however, their lateral growth was limited; in the case of
Rigidex type 2 to a diameter of about 20 nm and in the case of Hostalen GUR to about 25 nm.
Finally, figures 74 and 75 illustrate two examples of differentmorphologiesfound on the same
grid. Figure 74 illustrates the open shish kebab structure typically observed by Pennings et al.
(I970)
while figure 75 illustrates the more compact striated type fibre observed by Keller &
Willmouth (I972).
Undoubtedly the most surprisingresult when consideredwith the conditions under which the
fibres were grown is that shown in figures 71 and 73 where we see a crystal of a composite shish
kebab structurewhich has been grown in an environment where according to the conclusionsof
? 7 the molecules are extended and parallel to one another. Also it appears remarkable that
crystals grown in both the preparations discussed in this section should have the same basic
appearance as shish kebabs grown in turbulent flow.
From these results we conclude that the basic morphological features of the shish kebab is
rather insensitiveto the nature of the external flow field in which it is grown which contrastswith
the findings of the previous sections where the nucleation of fibrous crystals was found to be
highly dependent on the applied flow field.
Concerning nucleation in the opposedjet experiment, we observe nucleation taking place in
a region where molecules are both alined parallel to one another and extended; presumably if
the supercooling is sufficiently large these alined molecules would aggregate forming a fibrous
crystal nucleus. This would be the first part of the central backbone shown in figure 71. There
will be a minimum stable diameter for this crystal governed by the criterion that the work
requiredfor the creation of a crystalsurfacehas to be balanced by the decreasein free energy due
to the formation of the correspondingvolume of crystal. For a cylindrical thread whiclhis very
much longer than broad, so that the end surfacescan be neglected, this criterionwill be satisfied
for a radius rxwhen 27tr.o = rrA2Af,
i.e., r, = 2ojlXf.Here a is the lateral surfacefree energy and
free
energy expressible to a good approximation as (AH) (AT)/T? (T? is the
Alf the bulk
- T is the
melting or dissolution temperatureof the infinitely extended chain crystal, A T =
Thus
heat
of
AH
and
the
fusion).
supercooling,
rx= 2o-TI/(AH) (AT).

We may take C 10-6J/cm2; AH-==280J/cm3. As apparent from this work T? must be at least
112 0C, the highest temperature at which permanent crystallization could be achieved, but
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118 ?C (in xylene) also exist (Jackson, Mandelkern & Long i968). This uncerclaims of T?
tainty, while of negligible consequence through To alone, significantly affects AT which for
T, = 103 ?C (the value for figures 71-73) could encompass the range of 9- 15 'C. We then obtain
for the range of ATjust quoted rx =- 3-1.9nm.
Typical values for the observed rninimum central core radius are r = 5-7.5 nm. This is well
above the figure calculated above and the crystal fibres seen can thus be expected to be stable.
The above critical radius was calculated for crystallization from the quiescent state; however,
for the experimental conditions used, when the fibres form, the chains are all alined. This means
that the entropy (S) of the solution is reduced during flow, hence AS for crystallization will be
correspondingly reduced. In this situation T? will be larger which will significantly enhance A T
with ensuing reduction in r. Hence chain alinement increases the stability of the fibres; however
it is to be expected by the same argument that crystals which are thinner than rx for the quiescent
solution will dissolve as flow ceases.
Concerning crystal growth we note that once the crystal has been nucleated by extensional
flow, lateral growth of the backbone is limited in some way. Because this is quite general for shish
kebabs grown under all conditions the mechanism controlling the growth cannot be due to the
precise nature of the externally applied velocity gradient. One possible explanation for this
limited lateral growth is that once the crystal has nucleated the dominant flow field affecting
further crystal growth is the local flow field generated by streaming around the fibre and not the
externally applied velocity gradient. In this way the local transverse velocity gradient developed
on the side-surface of the crystal may prevent complete chain extension on the side-surface and
hence prevent lateral growth. A quantitative treatment of the local flow field around the fibre is
given in a separate publication (Mackley 1974).
-

To conclude: we have seen from the previous sections that factors affecting the nucleation of
fibrous crystals are sensitive to the nature and magnitude of the applied velocity gradient, and
also that nucleation is highly dependent on the amount of high molecular weight material
present. From morphological observations we have established that chain extended crystallization by flow is a self-limiting process in the lateral direction even when the crystals are grown in
a situation where all molecules are alined in the solution; also some chain folded platelets are
necessarily an intrinsic part of the resulting structure. The proportion of the latter, however, can
be reduced by increasing the molecular weight. Obviously these recognitions should be relevant
to all efforts for obtaining fully extended chains by means of a flow field, an issuie with many
practical. implications.
We would like to thank Professor F. C. Frank, F.R.S. for many useful suggestions on the work.
One of us (M.R.M.) would like to thank the Science Research Council and later the Courtalds
educational trust for financial support
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